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We, Kuwaitis, are brilliant in temporary solidar-
ity, especially when a very serious foreign
crisis and menace that threatens social secu-

rity and the state is in question. Unfortunately, such
solidarity and consolidation can be considered a way
of crisis management rather than a way of compre-
hensive state management. 

Taking the most recent crime and crisis for
instance, we would find that we have already had
three other similar stories that may only differ in
details with variable degrees and levels. Our solidarity
over these three stories was remarkable because no
sooner had the imminent threat disappeared than we
went back to settling old scores and failure in state
management. The first crisis was during the inde-
pendence in 1961, the second was the ‘silent’ one in
1973 and the third during the occupation in 1991 -
three different stories that we might go back to in
detail later on.  

It is undoubtedly a good thing to consolidate, stick
together and foil any attempts to find a weak point
through which the society can be penetrated and
destroyed. I personally was part of that solidarity
process throughout the three crises and noticed that
the moment the ‘dust clears’ and the problem passes,
we find out that we have learnt nothing from it and
that within attempts to destroy our opponents, we
may become very creative in destroying the entire
society, the way Simpson did. 

The recent crisis came in the form of a criminal plot
that claimed the lives of innocent people. Solidarity
was at its utmost as HH the Amir made an unprece-
dented move that turned a state of solidarity
expressed in many different ways. It also turned into
investing some terminology that had been banned
until recent times. The process included the govern-
ment, companies, banks, individuals and NGOs -
everybody wanted to prove our national unity that
was passive until very recent times. 

So, it is the fourth story of temporary solidarity
then. It is not the second one as some people mistak-
enly claim. Solidarity was followed by disintegration,
division and imbalances in all the previous stories. 

So, if we wish to make use of this temporary soli-
darity and make it last longer, we have to do more
than mere speeches and temporary activities that
would soon evaporate in the August sun. I know
very well what we have to do is to maintain a stable,
balanced nation where people coexist without dis-
crimination. These are basic principles to protect
man’s dignity and most of them are stipulated in
Kuwait’s constitution. They do not need leftist or
rightist judgments. However, right now and in view
of what some people deem as a rediscovery of our
own selves, we must determine the taboos that
might cause the deviation of our ‘national train’ from
its tracks faster than we all expect.

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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Justice and Awqaf Minister Yaqoub Al-Sane did
well during a recent National Assembly ses-
sion when he said that the Higher Judiciary

Council decided to create a special court for the
Imam Al-Sadiq Mosque incident because we all
know that the courts procedures in Kuwait are very
slow, yes, but all we want is justice and we do not
want to have a person imprisoned unjustly for any
case. But for the case to
grow old and see slow
punishment makes justice
lacking, especially that the
victims’ families want pun-
ishment and that is their
right.

This court will guaran-
tee justice and will guarantee the three litigation
stages: first instance, appeals and cassation, which
mean all litigation stages are provided and that
the lawyer will have full opportunity to defend his
clients.

Also, Deputy Premier and Interior Minister
Sheikh Mohammad Al-Khaled Al- Hamad Al-Sabah
during the same session confirmed that Kuwait is

at war. This statement places everybody in front of
their responsibilities, because the heated circum-
stances of the area around us speaks of major
sparks, and the terrorist attack that took place last
week is a big evidence that we are at war, so the
mobilization on all state systems is highly required.

We are in an exceptional stage and it requires
exceptional measures, during which we should

place reported talks aside,
because the security of
those who live on this
good land is not a joke,
and those who are proven
suspect should be ques-
tioned hard and not be
taken easy under silly justi-

fications related to some measures.
We say it clearly that we should set all laws aside dur-

ing this stage and let us declare it so the terrorists and
criminals hear it before anyone else. We will not take it
easy concerning Kuwait society, as preserving this fabric
is a sacred matter and I can almost confirm that all will
agree with me on this matter. So was the message
delivered? I hope so. — Translated by Kuwait Times
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Jews claim to be God’s chosen people.
Christians consider themselves children of
God. Muslims are slaves of Allah, as mentioned

in the Holy Quran: “And I did not create the jinn
and mankind except to worship Me.” So, the
Muslim was not created for anything else, and
should dedicate his time to worship and repen-
tance, although Muslims have heavenly orders and
prophetic sayings that urge work and seeking a liv-
ing, besides calling for not being extreme in wor-
ship. 

The religious mentality after the defeat of the
isolationists (Mutazila) or the people of the ‘intel-
lect’ in favor of extremists or the people of ‘copy-
ing,’ known as Salafists or Wahhabists, urges wor-
ship and dedicating oneself to the Creator and
dedicating the life of the Muslim from the cradle to
the grave for worship and achieving Allah’s accept-
ance.

This is how the Muslim Salafist was created,
which is raised under the control of the petrodollar,
over the overwhelming and continuous wish to
worship and being close to Allah. The religiously
extremists among the Salaf believe the human
being is sinful, so the majority or maybe all regard-
less of the extent of their belief or worship will
taste something of ‘Hellfire,’ or will be exposed to
the horrors of grave torture, and there is no one
who will be spared from Allah’s torture. Those who
are told they will go to Heaven are only 10 among
the companions of Allah’s messenger (PBUH). 

The Muslim must repent day and night in hope
of avoiding the great torture. Allah for the reli-
giously extremists is not Beneficent, Merciful, Kind
and Generous, Allah is not the Victorious or the
Sustainer. This is how we knew Allah and wor-
shipped him, but the extremist Salafists who con-
trol life with the petrodollar consider Allah the
extreme torturer, and the end of most of us is grave
torture and Hellfire.

Despite that, the packaged fatwas of the
petrodollar sheikhs found a short way to Heaven, a
way that does not pass through grave torture and
the flames of Hell - which is the way of martyrdom.
As the martyr for the sake of Allah goes directly to
Heaven, he avoids the torture of the grave and the
heat of Hell, and besides that he enters it with 70
houris, and this how martyrdom seems necessary
and enticing.

According to their mentality, the Muslim spends
his life fasting and praying and despite this, he is
exposed to the torture of the grave and the horrors of
Judgment Day and the Hellfire, while the novice who
wears an explosive vest and present those he thinks
are unbelievers as a sacrifice to Allah Almighty enters
Heaven with 70 houris. — Translated by Kuwait Times
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We are in an exceptional
stage and it requires 
exceptional measures

KUWAIT: Nuwaiseeb customs
inspectors recently foiled an
attempt to smuggle in fake replicas
of famous brands’ purses, said secu-
rity sources adding that the purses
were hidden inside two vehicles
arriving from Bahrain. A case was
filed and both Bahraini drivers were
arrested and referred to relevant
authorities. 

One killed in car accident
A citizen was instantly killed and

his body completely burnt when his
vehicle caught fire after a traffic
accident along Salmi highway, said
security sources. 

Reckless drivers arrested
A number of reckless drivers

were recently arrested in Jahra and
their vehicles detained, said security
sources. Case papers indicated that
after receiving numerous com-
plaints from Jahra residents,
Ministry of Interior Assistant
Undersecretary for General Security
Major General Abdul Fattah Al-Ali
instructed Jahra security to patrol
the area, arrest violators and confis-
cate their vehicles. 

Stalked
A female citizen reported that

someone had been following her
around Ardhiya streets and was
waving indecent signs at her, said
security sources. A police patrol
rushed to the scene and managed
to arrest and identify the man who
turned out to be high on drugs. A
case was filed. 

Bootlegger arrested
A Sri Lankan man was recently

arrested in Mahboula with the pos-
session of 140 bottles and 10 plastic
bags of homemade liquor, said
security sources. Case papers indi-
cated that a police patrol stopped
the suspect on a routine checkpoint
where he looked nervous and con-
fused. Searching his vehicle, police-
men found the liquor bottles and
also found out that his vehicle had
been reported wanted which he
rented a long time ago but failed to

return to the rental office.

Pornographic CDs
An Asian man was recently

arrested for selling pornographic
CDs in Fahaheel, said security
sources. Case papers indicated that
the suspect was offering his mer-
chandise to the customers of a
Fahaheel café, and on spotting the
policemen, he dropped his bag and
tried to flee but was caught.
Checking his bag, it was found full
of pornographic CDs. 

Fake police arrested
A man was recently arrested for

impersonating a police detective
and robbing some Asians. Security
sources added that the man was
arrested red-handed while shouting
at one of his victims and on seeing
the police, tried to flee but was
arrested. Questioning the man the
suspect shouted at, the Asian said
that the suspect pretended to be a
police detective and was asking for
his wallet and money.  

70 kilos of hashish confiscated
A citizen and two bedoons were

recently arrested for smuggling 70
kilos of hashish, said security
sources. Case papers indicated that
narcotics detectives had been
tipped off concerning the intention
of the three suspects to smuggle
hashish through the sea. After plac-
ing them under surveillance for a
whole month, two of the suspects
were arrested on docking at Shaab

port holding a bag full of hashish.
The suspects led the police to a
third suspect and noted that this
accomplice uses his house in Jahra
to store the drugs pending sale.
Raiding the third suspect’s house,
more of the drug was found. The
three men later admitted that they
had brought an earlier shipment the
same way. 

IS-supporting graffiti 
Police is currently in pursuit of

some Islamic State (IS) supporters
who left some IS-supporting graffiti
slogans and phrases in Subahiya,
Abu Halifa and Ahmadi. Security
sources added that that the still
unidentified suspects wrote the
phrases on a school wall and a
coop’s walls to give the impression
that IS was widely supported in
Kuwait. A case was filed and further
investigations are in progress to
identify and apprehend the culprits. 

Citizen threatens family 
Security forces managed to con-

trol a citizen and prevented him
from cutting his own throat, said
security sources. Case papers indi-
cated that security forces had been
recently dispatched to an Omariya
house where a raging citizen threat-
ened to kill his family members with
a knife. Seeing the police, the man
pointed the knife at his own throat
and threatened to slit it off.
However, the police managed to
control him despite being hysteri-
cal.

Gulf Bank announces

Danah Draws winners
For the week of June 28th to July 2nd

Visiting doctors to

treat Kuwaitis only
KUWAIT: The Ministry of Health recently instructed all health sectors
and hospitals that invite visiting doctors and foreign consultants to lim-
it the cases they examine during their visit to Kuwaiti patients only,
well-informed sources said. The ministry often invites physicians from
abroad to attend conferences and workshops held in the country. The
sources said that the new instructions help take full advantage of the
visiting consultants’ stay by providing better health care services to citi-
zens. The source also said that a group of consultants would visit
Kuwait in the coming few months, adding that such visits would reduce
demand for treatment abroad. — Al-Anbaa

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank held its Al Danah
daily draws on July 5th, 2015
announcing the names of its winners
for the week of June 28th to July 2nd,
2015. The Al Danah daily draws
include draws each working day for
two prizes of KD1000 per winner.  

The winners were: 
(Sunday 28/6): Abrar Hassan Sayed

Al-Sayed, Hessa Sharhan Ramadan Al-
Shammeri

(Monday 29/6): Haya Hamid Al-
Enezy, Adel Abdulrazaq Al-Hunayan

(Tuesday 30/6): Ahmad Hasan Al-
Fandi, Seham Ahmed Hussain

(Wednesday 1/7): Blessy Elizabeth
Kurian, Maha Saad Mubarak Al-Faraj

(Thursday 2/7): Mahmoud Ahmed
Baroun, Dhamd Khalaf Obaid

In addition Gulf Bank would like to
congratulate Mohammed Hamed
Nasser Al-Arfaj (KD250,000 winner),
Khaled Abdullah Al-Awadhi
(KD125,000 winner) and  Wael Yousef
Al-Harmi (KD25,000 winner) winners
of the Al Danah 2nd Quarterly draw.

Gulf Bank’s Al Danah 2015 draw
lineup includes daily draws (2 winners
per working day each receive
KD1000). Al Danah’s 3rd Quarterly

draw will be held on 17 September
(KD500,000, KD125,000, and
KD25,000). The final Al Danah draw for
the Million Dinars will be held on 7
January, 2016 whereby the Al Danah
Millionaire will be announced along-
side winners of KD250,000 and
KD50,000.

Seven reasons why the Al Danah
account is the Best:

1)  Each year, every eligible account
holder gets the opportunity to win
Kuwait’s single biggest cash prize of
KD 1 Million

2) Customers’ chances are calculat-
ed on a daily basis and added up for
every draw. 

3) Gulf Bank is the only bank in
Kuwait to transfer all of its customers’
Al Danah loyalty chances from the
previous year into the next one.

4) The Al Danah account gives
away the highest amount of prize
money 

5) The daily draw has two winners
drawn for every working day, each
receiving KD1,000.

6) With 64 draws a year, and up to
532 winners, Gulf Bank’s Al Danah
account offers you the highest num-

ber of draws and winners
7)  Al Danah account also offers

customers the best quarterly prizes,
with quarterly prizes ranging from
KD25,000 up to KD500,000. 

Al Danah also offers a number of
unique services including the Al
Danah Deposit Only ATM card which
helps account holders deposit their
money at their convenience; as well as
the Al Danah calculator to help cus-
tomers calculate their chances of
becoming an Al Danah winner. 

Gulf Bank’s Al Danah account is
open to Kuwaitis and all residents of
Kuwait.  Customers who open an
account and/ or deposit more will
enter the draw within two days. To
take part in the Al Danah 2015
upcoming yearly draw, customers
must have an Al Danah account con-
taining at least KD 200. To be part of
the Al Danah draws, customers can
visit one of Gulf Bank’s 58 branches,
transfer on line, or call the Customer
Contact Center on 1805805 for assis-
tance and guidance. Customers can
also log on to www.e-
gulfbank.com/aldanahwinners, to find
out more about Al Danah and who
the winners are. 

Khaled Al-Awadhi, Al Danah’s KD 125,000 winner, receiving his prize from Mansouriya Senior Branch
Manager Nawar Al-Yaseen

Fake designer bags’

smuggling foiled


